Abstract
Introduction
Clinical trials funded by industry and those funded by non-profit institutions may differ in their results and conclusions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Several evaluations have compared trials with and without industry funding on reported efficacy, harms, conclusions, and risk of bias [6] . Most of these studies addressed single or few topics and none focused on intensive care. Between 2006 and 2012, 33% of the trials registered on Clinicaltrials.gov were funded by industry [7] , but industry overall spends more on clinical research than public funders [8] and has unavoidable financial incentives to get favorable conclusions.
Industry may interfere at all steps of the research pipeline, including production of evidence (both fundamental and clinical research) [9] , evidence synthesis (including ghostwriting) [9] [10] [11] , and decision-making [9] . For randomized controlled trials (RCTs), industry sponsors can influence study outcomes by various means: e.g., choosing inactive or strawman comparators [12] or selectively reporting favorable results with spin [13] . The degree of financial involvement also varies. Industry may be the only funder or one among multiple funders, or it may offer drug/placebo or technical support. However, it often remains unclear in published papers whether industry sponsors have exerted a catalytic, modest, or no influence on the paper. CONSORT requires reporting of funding sources and conflicts of interest [14] , but reporting remains suboptimal [15] . There is even less transparency on industry-led ghostwriting of the published reports [16] .
Intensive care research is often stated to be underfunded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) compared to the burden of critical illnesses on healthcare in the USA [17, 18] and similar issues exist also in other countries where intensive care is widely employed. Unmet needs raise the stakes for sponsors and manufacturers; yet little is known on the funding landscape of intensive care research. Here, we assessed to what extent critical care research (specifically RCTs) is funded by industry and whether there are clear differences in the results and conclusions of trials by different sponsors. Therefore, we conducted a meta-epidemiological overview of systematic reviews of RCTs conducted in critical care settings.
Methods

Search strategy and eligibility criteria
We searched PubMed (March 1, 2018) for meta-analyses and Cochrane Database Systematic Reviews (CDSRs) using the following keywords in their titles: respiratory failure, acute respiratory distress syndrome, ventilation, ventilated, critical care, intensive care, septic shock, sepsis, fluid, fluid resuscitation, hydroxyethyl starch, or albumin (Supplementary file). Recent articles published online between 2015 and 2018 were screened; for older reviews published pre-2015, only CDSRs were screened because the source of funding for included trials is rarely reported in meta-analyses published in journals.
After removing duplicates, two reviewers (PJ and IAC) screened titles/abstracts and, if needed, full texts for eligibility. Systematic reviews that included meta-analyses of RCTs evaluating an intervention in the critical care setting were eligible if they also reported funding source(s) for each included RCT. When study-level funding information was unavailable in the systematic review, we perused the full text of each RCT to identify its funding whenever the interventions pertained to drugs or biologics (excluding supplements, fluids, antiseptics, probiotics), since these interventions are likely to have interested sponsors. Reviews of non-randomized studies and those without meta-analysis were excluded.
Data extraction
For each eligible review, we screened all RCTs included in the meta-analyses to determine funding sources: industry funding only; no industry funding; mixed sources of funding (industry and non-profit institutions); intervention supplied by industry; and not reported. If not available or unclear in the systematic review, the information was extracted from the full-text RCT article. For overlapping meta-analyses, we retained the most recent one, or the largest, when publication years were identical.
For meta-analyses including both RCTs with industry funding and RCTs without industry funding and using primary binary outcomes, we extracted information on setting (ICU, surgical ICU, mixed), population (preterm, infant, child, adult), type of the intervention (device, pharmacological, procedure), type of comparator (active, placebo, no intervention), and number of primary outcome events per arm. Whenever multiple primary outcomes existed or no single outcome was clearly identified as such, we selected the primary outcome with the largest number of included studies (in ties, largest sample size; and further ties, largest number of events).
For RCTs funded by industry (fully or mixed source) or supplied by industry, we identified whether interventions involved in the comparison were manufactured by the industry sponsor. Three scenarios were identified: one arm of the comparison contains a sponsor-manufactured intervention (SMI), both arms contain SMIs, and none of the arms contain SMIs. All comparisons were coined so that experimental arms were always an SMI versus a control. When both arms contained SMIs, the SMI considered as the experimental arm was chosen to be the most expensive one, and, when both arms contained equally expensive interventions or this was unclear, the SMI considered the experimental intervention was chosen to be the most recent one (as suggested by the original article). When trials were industry-funded but had no SMI involved in the comparison that we examined, they were excluded from quantitative analysis as they are not informative about sponsor bias.
Data synthesis and statistical analysis
Sources of funding were summarized across all eligible topics. For topics where trials with or without industry funding could be compared for binary outcomes, we prespecified two large categories in the primary analysis: with industry funding (industry only or mixed) versus without industry funding (non-profit institution and only intervention supplied by industry). RCTs without reported funding were excluded.
For each topic that included both trials with and without industry funding, separate summary odds ratios (ORs) were calculated for the two categories of funding using random-effects model inverse variance weighting. In trials with zero event cells in the 2 × 2 table, a standard 0.5 correction was added [19] . For consistency, intervention and outcome data were coded so that OR < 1 indicates that the experimental SMI-containing intervention is better than the control.
To compare the relative treatment effect of RCTs with versus without industry funding, we calculated the ratio of odds ratios (RORs) for each topic, the summary OR of trials with industry funding divided by the summary OR of trials without industry funding. ROR < 1 implies the experimental intervention is relatively more favorable in trials with industry funding compared with trials without industry funding. We then calculated the summary ROR (sROR) across all topics using fixed effect [20] and random effects [21] . We assessed between-topic heterogeneity using I 2 and its 95% confidence interval (CI) and between-topic variance τ 2 [22] . We also assessed the magnitude of the difference by checking how often OR estimates with and without industry funding differed by twofold or more (ROR ≥ 2 or ≤ 0.5).
We conducted sensitivity analyses including only mortality outcomes; recoding trials for which the intervention was supplied by industry as "with industry funding"; excluding trials with 0 events in both arms; and retaining only trials with one SMI versus a control (excluding trials supplied by industry and trials with SMIs in both arms).
To explore the influence of trials not reporting their funding, we carried out secondary analyses comparing these trials versus trials with industry funding and trials not reporting their funding versus trials without industry funding. We also compared industry-funded and not reported trials combined together versus trials without industry funding. As previously, for all secondary analyses the sRORs were also calculated using fixed effect and random effects and I 2 and τ 2 were also assessed.
Conclusions of RCTs
In a further exploratory analysis, we evaluated the conclusions of the abstracts of the trials with industry funding and of those without industry funding for topics that were eligible for ROR analyses. Conclusions were considered as "negative" (unfavorable) if trials concluded that the experimental SMI was less effective, more harmful or not more effective (for superiority trials) without mentioning any potential positive trade-offs [e.g., good safety, lesser cost, possible benefit in subgroups/specific patients, worth studying further (in more long-term and/ or larger studies) for potential benefits] or it was squarely stated that it is not recommended. All other scenarios were classified as "positive" conclusions, including those where the experimental SMI was equally effective as an active comparator, those where positive trade-offs were mentioned, and those where it was more effective than comparators.
Results were reported in 2 × 2 tables. We calculated the arcsine difference of having a negative conclusion for each topic and then the summary arcsine (AS) estimate across topics using random effects. The arcsine transformation enables one to obtain a more robust estimate while including 0 cells in the analysis without continuity corrections [23] . AS > 0 implies that conclusions are more favorable in industry-funded trials.
Results
Search results
The search on PubMed yielded 220 CDSRs and 440 metaanalyses published in journals in 2015-2018 (Fig. 1) . After exclusions, 67 systematic reviews were eligible of which 37 reported the sources of funding of the included RCTs and 30 did not but evaluated a drug intervention and for which we could retrieve sources of funding of each trial by perusing the respective full-text articles of RCTs. Across the 67 topics, there were a total of 568 RCTs. Of those, 88 (15.5%) were funded by industry, 73 (12.9%) were funded by both industry and other funding sources, 167 (29.4%) had only not-for-profit funding, 20 (3.5%) had not-for-profit funding but were supplied by industry, 144 (25.4%) did not report sources of funding, and 76 (13.4%) were excluded because of non-English language or access barrier (Table 1 ). Nine RCTs stated that they did not receive any funding for their study, and we have included them among the trials with only notfor-profit funding, since unavoidable expenses (e.g., personnel salary and overheads) can be assumed to have been covered by investigators and/or their institutions.
Topics that did not have both trials with and without industry funding
Twenty-five otherwise eligible topics could not be assessed for a comparison of trials with versus without industry funding because they only included trials with the same source of declared funding (Table 2 ). For 17 topics none of the trials had industry funding, for one topic all the trials had industry funding, and for another one all trials were funded both by industry and not-forprofit sources. The 25 topics include a total of 113 RCTs of which 20.3% (23/113) did not report their source of funding.
Topics where the industry sponsor did not manufacture any of the compared interventions
In another two topics, both trials with and without industry funding were available, but the industry funder did not manufacture any of the interventions for the comparison that we assessed. In one case, we were interested in the comparison of midazolam versus placebo, but an AstraZeneca-funded trial included a third arm of morphine (manufactured by the company) (eTable 1). Four other trials in other topics did not have SMIs in the two compared arms, but for their topics there existed also other industry-funded RCTs involving SMIs in the comparisons (eTable 1).
Topics using a continuous outcome
An additional seven topics were excluded from the ROR analysis because they only had primary continuous outcomes, covering 79 RCTs of which 35 were with industry funding (fully and mixed sources) and 22 were without industry funding (non-profit and supplied by industry) (eTable 2). The outcomes assessed were ventilation duration and other related outcomes such as weaning time or ICU length-of-stay and biological measurement such as cytokine levels.
Trials included in the ROR analyses
Thirty-three topics covering 363 RCTs were included in the comparison of the relative treatment effect of trials with versus those without industry funding. Their summary characteristics appear in Table 1 and detailed topicspecific results appear in Table 3 . Out of the 126 RCTs with a connection with industry (fully funded, mixed source, or supplied by industry), 113 had only one SMI in the comparison and 13 had both arms with SMIs (in 5/13 trials the comparison involved a combination of two drugs versus a single drug by the same sponsor; in 5/13 trials the comparison addressed strategies of ventilation, tracheostomy, antibiotics, or sedation and the sponsor manufactured ventilators, tracheostomy equipment, antibiotics, and sedatives, respectively; in 2/13 trials the sponsor manufactured the fluids compared headto-head; in the remaining trial, two companies sponsored the trial comparing their products head-to-head) (eTable 1).
Primary analysis
The sROR across the 33 topics was 1.10 [95% CI (0.96; 1.26)] with no strong evidence of heterogeneity [I 2 = 1%, 95% CI (0-40%), τ 2 = 0.001, p value = 0.46] (Table 4 and Fig. 2 ). Within single topics, the 95% CIs of ROR excluded 1.00 in three topics [24] [25] [26] . Early tracheotomy significantly reduced mortality in a trial funded by a manufacturer of tracheotomy equipment [OR 0.29; 95% CI (0.14-0.61)] while there was a non-significant reduction in trials without industry funding [OR 0.82; 95% CI (0.58-1.16)] [24] . Conversely, corticosteroids [26] and levosimendan [25] for sepsis and septic shock reduced mortality in trials without industry funding [OR 0.49; 95% CI (0.22-1.07) and OR 0.75; 95% (0.57-0.99), respectively] while there was a non-significant increase in deaths in trials with industry funding [OR 1.23; 95% CI (0.86-1.77) and OR 1.12; 95% (0.86-1.46), respectively].
For seven topics, the point estimates of the ROR indicated a relative difference between with and without industry funding trials of at least twofold. Five topics had an ROR ≤ 0.5 [24, [27] [28] [29] [30] while six topics had an ROR ≥ 2 [25, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Uncertainty in the ROR estimates was typically substantial.
Sensitivity analyses
The sensitivity analysis excluding trials supplied by industry and trials with an SMI in both arms of the comparison resulted in sROR = 1. 22 
Secondary analyses
Trials that did not report their source of funding had an sROR of 0.88 [95% CI (0.71-1.07); I 2 = 0%, 95% CI For trials that did not report their source of funding or had industry funding versus those without industry funding, the sROR was 0.98 [95% CI (0.85-1.13); I 2 = 1%, 95% CI (0-45%)]. Results of secondary analyses are available in eTable 4 and eFig. 4.
Conclusions in abstracts
Excluding seven trials without abstracts and one that did not conclude on the SMI, 23 among 108 RCTs with industry funding (21.3%), as opposed to 20 among 110 RCTs (18.2%) without industry funding had negative conclusions (as defined in the "Methods" section). The AS estimate of having negative conclusion with versus without industry funding was 0.04, 95% CI (− 0.09 to 0.17).
Discussion
Randomized controlled trials in the intensive care setting seem to be led primarily by public and non-profit institutions while a sizeable minority has been funded by industry. Evidence on several clinically important topics includes no RCTs sponsored by industry. Topics such as assessing head elevation for severe brain injury [36] , music to calm mechanically ventilated patients [37] , cycled lights in neonatal intensive care units [38] , or cough augmentation techniques for extubation [39] are procedures where the lack of industry funding is easily explained. Such procedures do not necessarily involve equipment or products manufactured by the biopharmaceutical, biotechnology, or other health-related industry. However, in cases such as low-dose corticosteroids for acute respiratory distress syndromes we cannot exclude the possibility that the trials not reporting their source of funding were potentially funded by industry, but this had not been disclosed [40] . We found only one topic where all the available published trials with reported funding disclosed industry support, the evaluation of high-flow nasal cannula in adult acute respiratory failure [41] . In the RCTs funded by industry, the typical pattern was comparison of an SMI versus a control. However, we also observed some variations, e.g., where companies sponsored trials in which both arms included their sponsored products, either as part of the comparison of interest or as backbone treatment given to all patients. As shown before, these trial designs promote the interests of the sponsor regardless of the results [12] . Head-to-head comparisons of products by different sponsors co-sponsoring the same trial are very rare [12, 42] .
On average, our primary analysis did not show more favorable treatment effects for the primary outcome in Table 3 trials with versus without industry funding. One sensitivity analysis even showed significantly less favorable results for trials with industry funding. The large CIs for many of the RORs at the topic level and the twofold difference in effect sizes for 11 topics highlight substantial remaining uncertainty. Those results have to be interpreted cautiously, because most trials had a small sample size (median of 71 participants). This fact, combined with the small number of events in our included RCTs, could explain the absence of notable statistical heterogeneity in our results; lack of power to detect heterogeneity may have resulted in low I 2 estimates [43] . The preponderance of small trials is very common across diverse medical fields [44] . Small trials leave large uncertainty and it is quite easy to manipulate their results (based on diverse analytical choices adding degrees of freedom on aspects that are not fully covered by study registration and prespecified, publically available protocols) [45] and, even more, their conclusions.
Only a small minority of the evaluated trials reached clearly unfavorable conclusions for the experimental intervention. This suggests that investigators and sponsors are unwilling to deliver a clear "negative" message, even though the majority of tested interventions in intensive care settings fail to deliver [46] . Many trials find no benefits for the primary outcome, but may still report favorable trends for secondary outcomes, subgroups or specific patients, or may conclude that further perusal of the intervention may eventually identify benefits. The proportion of trials with negative conclusions was similar in industry-funded trials and those without industry funding.
Multiple other evaluations have tried to assess whether industry-funded trials yield more favorable efficacy results and conclusions [6] . None of them have focused on intensive care, and most have used smaller samples of trials than our evaluation. The few assessments that addressed larger numbers of trials than we did used a qualitative categorization of favorable efficacy rather than a comparison of detailed effect size estimates within the same topic and outcome. Evaluations not accounting for topic and outcome run the risk of confounding if industry trials are performed in topics and outcomes that are more likely to show larger effect sizes and favorable results. Across 25 assessments with 2923 trials, trials funded by industry were more likely to have favorable efficacy results [relative risk (RR) 1.27, 95% CI (1.17-1.37)] [6] . Thus, the results that we observed in the intensive care trials seem substantially different than for trials in other fields. Moreover, across 29 assessments with 4583 trials, trials funded by industry were more likely to have favorable conclusions (RR 1.34, 95% CI (1.19-1.51)] [6] . Definitions of "favorable" have varied across evaluations, but the average rate of favorable conclusions in previous assessments in other fields for industry-funded trials (86.6%) seems higher than what we observed for RCTs in intensive care. The average rate of favorable conclusions in trials without industry funding was 64.4%, which seems lower than what we observed in not-forprofit-funded intensive care research.
Overall, contrary to previous evaluations in other fields, in intensive care we found no evidence for more favorable results and conclusions in industry-funded trials; if anything, the opposite trend was observed. The difference may still be due to chance. Alternatively, it could be that for several interventions in intensive care where industry-funded trials yielded unfavorable results (e.g., corticosteroids, N-acetylcysteine, and levosimendan), treatments were inexpensive and thus there was no strong financial bias. Or, industry-funded trials may have been better done and more protected from bias. Nevertheless, it is of note that in the previous empirical evaluations, even when adjusting results for the quality of the study and its risk of bias, trials with industry funding remained associated with more positive conclusions, suggesting that whatever differences were not easily explained with standard risk of bias tools [11] .
A recent study conducted in intensive care research found that more than half its trials were funded by nonprofit organization, a quarter by industry, and the rest by mixed sources of funding across a total of 391 assessed RCTs [47] . The modestly higher rate of industry funding observed in that evaluation may be due to differences in eligibility criteria (e.g., sample size greater than 100, trials published in 1990-2012). The authors found that the evidence in intensive care is increasingly being shaped by academic investigators with a decline in the number of studies with industry funding over time, and an increase in trials with non-profit funding [47] . One potential reason for the lack of interest from industry could be the specific setting of intensive care research where patients are more at risk of dying and where the complex logistics might make it more difficult to conduct a clinical trial. One proposed solution is to follow the investigator-led research model [47] , by which consortia of independent investigators could help improve intensive care research and develop new mechanisms of private-public collaborations to fund it. Developing an agenda of large-scale trials with relevant clinical outcomes, publicly transparent and prespecified protocols, and protection from sponsor bias may help make major progress in intensive care research.
A substantial proportion of RCTs in intensive care do not report any information on funding. Nine trials stated that they had received no funding and, given the logistics of running an RCT, it is difficult to envision an RCT in the intensive care setting that was done without any financial support, including overheads, but it is unlikely that these trials were industry-funded. A much larger number of RCTs simply make no comment on funding. The funding, if any, of these trials remains a black box. Perhaps these trials could also have been covertly funded by industry. Alternatively, these trials could also have been funded by non-profit organizations or may have had no specific support whatsoever. However, it has been shown that articles from clinical medicine journals compared with other fields are almost twice as likely to not include information on the funder and yet to have funding from industry [48] . There is a need to increase the enforcement of the reporting of funding source as required by the CONSORT statement [14] at the trial level but also at the systematic review level. Without such information it is difficult to apprehend the full extent of the industry involvement in clinical trials research and even to determine the needs in funding from public institutions to cover unmet needs.
Our overview has several limitations. First, we only considered trials already included in meta-analyses and this would exclude trials that have not been subjected to meta-analysis. Moreover, information on funding of RCTs is not commonly reported in journal-published meta-analyses, and despite our effort to scrutinize drug and biologic trials in their original publications, several other topics could not be assessed. Second, for consistency we only focused on binary outcomes for the ROR analysis. However, binary outcomes represent the majority of the evidence with only seven reviews excluded on this basis. Third, we did not assess the quality of the trials or compare the quality between with and without industry-funded trials. Evidence from other fields suggests that while in the past industry trials may have had quality deficits, more recent trials funded by industry do well or better in quality checklists than non-industryfunded trials [2, 49, 50] . Moreover, as we stated above, standard risk of bias tools do not seem to explain differences in favorable results and conclusions in trials with versus without industry funding [6] . Fourth, before 2015 we only covered the Cochrane Database Systematic Reviews, because journal meta-analyses rarely report the funding source of the RCTs and old meta-analyses may also not be very up-to-date about the status of the evidence. Fifth, our assessment included relatively few trials on medical devices. Medical devices are evolving rapidly owing to the development of new technologies and are less regulated compared to drug interventions [51] . Whether industry-funded trials on devices might present more favorable outcomes requires further investigation.
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